**Diagram Description:**

- Use the cable diagram to follow the connections for the Nmark SSAM (TB108) and the ENC-26HD-8TS-MAX120DM encoder adaptor.
- The diagram includes pin assignments, wire colors, and cable lengths.
- Key points:
  - Pin 19 is connected to the Nmark SSAM (TB108) with a 29-pin HD male, E501259 Backshell, E501022.
  - The wiring diagram shows the signal flow from TB108 to the encoder.
  - Proprietary information is noted at the bottom of the page.

**Important Notes:**

- Ensure proper crimping of the connector ends.
- Use the correct cable length, considering the dimensions provided.
- Verify signal integrity with the provided wiring:
  - Pin 19 to Pin 19
  - Pin 20 to Pin 20
  - Pin 21 to Pin 21

**Cable Details:**

- **Nmark SSAM (TB108):**
  - 6 pin terminal block, E501290 Ferrule, Qty 5, E501259

- **ENC-26HD-8TS-MAX120DM Encoder Adaptor:**
  - Proprietary information is highlighted.

**Additional Information:**

- The diagram includes wire colors and pin assignments for proper connection setup.
- Use the specified crimp tool for the connector ends.